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The government of our country is a public platform, solving the personally 
issues for the public. And its office platform is widely concerned in recent years, 
as the development of the computer technique, the technology of the office platform 
gets more mature, and the technological innovation also makes the office platform in 
constant innovation.Therefore, it brings a new improvement both in efficiency and in 
operation.In such an environment, this article has studied the original system , and 
upgraded it based on the original technology, it can realize the intelligent and 
automation of maximizing corporate office, make it to be the ultimate realization of a 
new system. The system can make the whole office efficiency  improved more 
obviously, and improve the entire office platform. 
This paper on the government information collection document system the main 
technology is the classic B / s three layer architecture and Microsoft's SQL 
Server2008 database. Based on this design a set of efficient government agencies 
issued a document management system, in after our research and innovation to 
previous document management system, determine the research content is 
approximately as follows: 
1．Researching the past receiving a document management system, and 
analyzing the demanding receiving and dispatching system, and designing the system 
after the analysis, then making the modules of the system implementation and overall 
achievement, testing it after realization. 
2．The system mainly includes five modules, respectively, for the document 
management module, management module of receipt, electronic seal management 
module, exchange center management module, document encryption module. These 
modules can better solve the basic needs of the government information collection 
and management system, and better solve a series of problems in the administrative 
office. 
3．Using the basic theory of software engineering to analysis the system including 
functional requirements and non-functional requirements analysis, then designing it, 
including the functional design, non-functional design, database design and security 
design, and finally giving the system the results of the interface and functionanl tests. 
















the efficiency of the government. Information collection and management system can 
better play its function after the test, and its effect is significant. It can improve the 
administrative office efficiency, promote the office of intelligent, and ultimately make 
the whole administrative office more scientific, standardized. 
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